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Talking.l{onse nse
and l{nowing When to Stop

Tyrants always wanr language and literacure that is
easily understood.

Theodor Hacker. Notes

I want to starr with rwo propositions and entangle them with
a view to saying something abour the vexed question of
endings in psychoanalysis, and about whar, if anything, the
issue of endings in psychoanalysis has to tell us about end-
ings elsewhere. The first proposition is that it is impossible
to know the consequences of one's words - the spoken, the
heard and the overheard. The analyst can never predict the
effect that his words will have on the so-called patient, and
vice versa. so, for example, whatever psychoanalytic train-
ing is, it can never train people to know what to say when,
if knowing whar to say means knowing what one's words
can do for the patient. By the same token, one can be taught
what to listen out for, but, by definition, one could never be
prepared for the surprising, for whatever it is about someone
else's words that is peculiarly evocative. Lacan was referring
to this when he said that if the analyst has been properly
analysed, he is more nor less likely to fall in love with the
patient. However well educated one is about one,s unpro_
tectedness, the words used are unpredictable in their effect.
Language is to the speaker and ristener what the dream-day is
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to the dreamer, idiosyncratically enlivening. Learning ro
speak, learning to interpret, is never merely learning what
to say. Learning ro listen can only be learning - if that is the
right word - ro bear what listening calls up in you. It would
have been better if Freud had said: speaking and listening
is like dreaming in language. What is called interpretation
is the dream evoked by " dream. It is impossible to know the
consequences of one's words, the spoken, the heard and the
overheard.

The second proposition is - to adapt val6ry's famous remark
about completing a poem - that an analysis is never finished,
it is only abandoned. And in rhis, despite suggestions to rhe
contrary, the so-called analytic relationship is like, or ar least
similar to, every other so-called relationship. The language of
completion is unsuitable for what goes on berween people. It
is possible to know that one no longer sees someone, no
longer has sex with someone; it is less possible to know
whether one no longer thinla of someone. Indeed, one of the
things psychoanalysis reveals is just how haunted we are, in
spite of ourselves, by other selves, by bits and pieces of others.
It is impossible, though, to know when or whether a relation-
ship has ended. or what it is for a relationship to end, rather
than change. And yet the idea that a psychoanalysis musr end
- or, indeed, that one of the things that makes it so-called real
analysis is that it is underraken with a view to its ending by
consent or decision rather than death - is more or less taken for
granred (though perhaps in differenr ways) by both the prac-
titioners and the recipients of the psychoanalytic opporrun-
iry. The opporruniry of the psychoanalytic relationship is, for
some people, precisely the opportuniry of working through,
as they would say, the ending of a relationship - somethirrg
that rarely happens, and never happens in this special way, in
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ordinary life. 'Cure' 
is the psychoanalytic word for the h"ppy

ending.

The assumption that a psychoanalysis must end - and,
ideally, that it must end in a particular way rhat can be
Cescribed and taught to the aspiring practitioner - is itself an
assumption worth analysing and is something thar both Freud
and Winnicott were exercised by. If, say, there is a sense in
which what we call relationships never end, then there is a
sense in which what we call mourning may be, for want of a
better word, unrealistic. (If it was a how-to book, it would be
called How To Go On Havtng a Rel,ationship with Someone Who
[sn't There.) If, as Freud suggests, pleasure-seeking or uncon-
scious desire is unceasing, if the unconscious is timeless and
without contradiction, then a capaciry to bear ftustration
settles nothing. It is not about something ending but about
something stopping. That wanting is endless, and that we have

ro have a sense of an ending; that desire is transgressive; that
we fear loss of love, loss of the object and castration - these
are the preoccupations at the heart of psychoanalysis. Endings
in the plural - endings as experiences that go on happening
* are what psychoanalysis is about: frustration and taboo,
murderousness and the limits of one's life encompassed by the
word 'death'. Endings are to psychoanalysis what full stops
are to puncfuation: they refer to, they arrange, a transition.
whether they are formal periods of hesitation - a resisrance
to going on that looks like a satisfactory place to end - always
remains to be seen. one of the best things winnicom did
for psychoanalysis was to add the word 'transition' 

to its
vocabulary. And this is because of what it does to the idea of
endings, to the strange notion of knowing when to stop. An
analysis is never finished, ir is only abandoned.

I want to suggesr thar what are loosely called endings in
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analysis should often be called something else, but that a
capaciry for abandon, and the abandon that is abandonment,
could be one of the things we might hope to get from a
psychoanalysis. Giving up, or giving up on, is better than
finishing because it acknowledges limitation in a way that the
sense of a good ending never can. Endings are not there to be
engineered by us; they (and we) are not that kind of thing. If
a good ending is other than a great piece of luck, it can only
be a contrived (that is, defensive) calculation. Endings, like
so-called beginnings, are risks; there is nothing to tide us over
except what happens next. If an analyst was described as being
good at endings, we might wonder exactly what it was that
he or she was so good at.

It may be useful to think of at least some endings in
psychoanalysis in terms of knowing when to stop. And, to be
more specifi.c, knowing when to stop talking and knowing

when to stop furning up. But what, from a psychoanalytic
point of view, does knowing when to stop mean? If knowing
and acting upon one's so-called knowledge are often so at
odds with each other; if psychoanalysis makes us wonder, to
put it mildly, who the knowing subject is; if the human subject
is constituted by something unstoppable called, variously,
unconscious desire, instincrual drives, lack - then how is
the stopping going to happen? And even if we don't take
psychoanalysis on its own terms, or at its word, the knowing-
when-to-stop question furns up as one among many telling
critiques of the psychoanalytic method. Is the analyst, for

example, rained to know when to stop the patient associating,
when to interrupt, given that association is both unpredictable
in its rhythm and pace and uncircumscribable in its reach?

Wittgenstein was famously struck by this in his discussion of

Freud's method of dream interpretation. Freud, Wittgenstein
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is reported to have said in Lectures and Conversatioru on Aesthet-
ics, Psychotogt and Religious Betief,

wants to say that whatever happens in a dream will be found to be
connected with some wish which analysis can bring to light. But
this procedure of free association and so on is queer, because Freud
never shows how we know where to stop - where is the right
solution. sometimes he says that the right solution, or the right
analysis, is the one which satisfies the patient. sometimes he says
that the doctor knows what the right solution or analysis of the
dream is, whereas the patient doesn't: the doctor can say that the
patient is wrong. The reason why he calls one sort of analysis
the right one does not seem to be a matter of evidence.

what wirtgenstein calls, wittily, Freud's 'procedure 
of free

association and so on' is, of course, a matter of putting a stop
to the 'and so on' of the patient's associations. How many
associations are enough, and how could the analyst or the
patient know whether the more telling, decisive associations
lay up ahead, after the intervention that interrupted them?
clearly the phrase 'an associative chain' itself jumps to con-
clusions about perrinence. It is likely, after all, that knowing
where to stop - at least from the patient's point ofview * means
knowing how to keep at bay the forgomen, the forbidden, the
altogether unsertling material. Knowing and stopping can too
easily be redescribed in psychoanalytic language as resisting.
Knowing when to stop the flow (or otherwise) of associations
can be, for both the analyst and the so-called patient, a mechan-
ism of defence. A mechanism because it can have an automatic,
seemingly inevitable qualiry; it feels right at rhat momenr.

The queer things that wittgenstein is picking up on are rhe
puzzles and paradoxes associated with free association. and
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the resistances to it, as a procedure oftruth-telling, of finding

the right solution. 
'Freud never shows how we know where

to stop,' Wittgenstein says' But how could such a thing ever

be shown? Where to stop cannot be known; it can only be

tried out. And it will have been right not because the analyst

could predict the effect of his intervention - that is, predict

what the patient might say next - but because more valu-

able words will accrue from it. Knowing when to stop the

associating makes no more sense than knowing when to stop

dreaming, or knowing when to stop making slips'

The idea of knowing when to stop implies, perhaps' more

coherence, more narrative strucfure than is always available'

we say that novels and pieces of music and films end, but not

painrings; rhe painter finishes her painting, but that is not what

ihe viewer does. The viewer walks away, abandons the picture,

and may rerurn to it. winnicott suggests in Playing and ReaLity

that for some people, Sometimes, 
'free association that reveals

a coherent theme is already affected by anxiery, and the

cohesion of ideas is a defence otgarltzation" The patient's

presenting or revealing a coherent theme' and' presumably'

th" "rr"lyst interpreting a coherent theme in the associations'

is a defence. The analyst's need to find, to articulate, a coherent

theme, Winnicott intimates, may also be a defence organiza-

tion. Psychodnalytic theory, we should remember, is always

the presentation of a coherent theme. Kn<lwing when to stop,

in this context, means not allowing the nonsense to happen'

Perhaps it is to be accepted that there are patients who at times

need the therapist to note the nonsense that belongs to the mental

srare of the individual at rest without the need even for the patient

to conununicate this nonsense, that is to say, without the need even

for the patient to communicate this nonsense' that is to Say, without
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the need for the padent to organize nonsense. organized nonsense
is already a defence, just as organized chaos is a denial of chaos. The
therapist who cannor take this communication becomes engaged in
a futile attempt to find some organization in the nonsense, as a
result of which the padent leaves the nonsense area because of
hopelessness about communicating nonsense. An opporruniry for
rest has been missed because of the therapist's need to find sense
where nonsense is.

'An opportuniry for rest has been missed,' winnicott says; and
it is rest from the vigilant self-holding that coherence involves.
It should not be missed that in this passage (and elsewhere),
Winnicott is describing both a new need of the individual,
the need to speak the nonsense that he is, the need for his
incoherence to be accepted as such by another person; with
the implication that, sometimes at least, our coherence is
a front (and an aftont to ourselves), including, of course,
theories of psychoanalysis, such as winnicort's. He is also
describing a new kind of person. winnicotr is always careful
on these writing occasions to stress that he is talking about a
certain kind of patienr or a patient ar a cerrain kind of time in
the treatment.

For him, it is the environmental deprivation that neces-
sitates the vigilant self-holding of coherenr narrarive. The
patient, let us say, as a child had recurring experiences of
having to know when to srop forgetting himself; he was
absorbed in whatever he was doing, and this was interrupted,
periodically, by " bout of need, either his own need (the need
for the object) or the object's need for him. The problem of
need, the problem of demand, for winnicort is that in his view
it over-organizes the individual. There is the chaos born of
need that misfires because the object is unable to respond
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adequately. Ideally, in what Winnicott calls 
'the full course of

the experience', the appetite experience has a more or less

coherent narrative. There is dawning aPPetite, the breast is

hallucinated, the hallucination fails to work and the baby cries,

at which point a good-enough mother turns up, hungry to be

eaten. For Winnicott, it is not about knowing when to stop,

because, if all goes well, the process, as he calls it, has an

inbuilt conclusion. Knowing when to stop in this picture could

only equal inhibition about damaging the mother through

appetite, or using the mind to control the process. Here, the

individual has to make himself coherent against the problem

of appetite; appetite is only chaotic, is only made chaotic, in

Winnicott's view, by the object's insufficiency. Appetite will

be a good story for you if you are lucky enough to have the

right mother.
But what Winnicott is most interestingly attentive to is the

ways in which the demand of the object over-organizes the

individual by organrzlng at all. Winnicott is, I think, the first

analyst who wanted to let the nonsense speak, as opposed

to letting unconscious desire speak through free association.

There are, Winnicott seems to be saying, very good psycho-

analytic stories - Oedipal and pre-Oedipal - about the hazards

of desire, and the consequent necessities of conflict, defence

and symptomatology. There is clearly, he acknowledges, a

desiring subject as described by Freud and Klein. But there is

also an incoherent, chaotic, nonsensical, eccentric subject,

described by no one in psychoanalysis but suggested by the idea,

the method, of free association, but free association listened to

in a certain way. This is the person Winnicott wants to introduce

us to. The chaotic person who needs, however temporarily,

to speak nothing but his own nonsense. Winnicott finds it

extremely difficult to marry, or even link, the nonsensical
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person wirh the desiring person. (His useful distinction
berween disintegration and unintegration is an attempt at
this.) The desiring person, as he develops, is always involved,
one way or another, in having to know when to stop. But
knowing when to stop is the enemy of chaos, or it is the
omnipotent delusion that chaos can be under control. perhaps,
winnicott intimates, what we most need to defend ourselves
against, what we most believe needs to be stopped, is not the
appetite * or only the appetite - but the nonsense. And nonsense
can onlybe stoppedby makingsense. why, he asks us ro wonder
- but in a psychoanalytic context and language * can't we let the
nonsense be? s/hy couldn't an aim of analysis be to enable the
patienr to speak and bear, and even enjoy, his nonsense? And,
indeed, to be able to hear the nonsense of others?

winnicott, ir should be noted, refers very infiequently ro
free association. He quotes with approval, indeed italicizes, in
his 'child Analysis in the Larency period', Berta Bornstein,s
comment in her r95r paper 'on 

Latency'.. 'Free 
association is

experienced by the child as a parhcuLar threat to his ego organiza-
tion.' Indeed, it seems as if for winnicott'play'is the word fbr
the kind of free association that need not be a threat to ego
arganrzation. And play, of course, is not exclusively verbal. In
a paper dated rg54 (but not published unril 1989), 'play in the
Analytic situation', 'w'innicott 

reports on a supervision:

After the interpretation given by the student the patient 1eaned over
and rearranged the mat and gave associations to this bit of play. In
the circumstances it is understandable that the srudent neglected to
continue on the subject of play and became bogged down in rhe
material of the free associations which indeed were important on
their own accounr.
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Clearly, getting 'bogged down in the material of the free

associations' is to be doing psychoanalysis as traditionally

taught, but for Winnicott, in this example, that is to miss the

point, which is the pluy. So there is free association, which, in

latency, and not only in latency, is a threat to ego otganaation,

and there is play, which for Winnicott is famously the aim,

the means and the definition of psychotherapy:

Psychotherapy takes place in the overlap of rwo areas of playing,

that of the patient and that of the therapist. Psychotherapy has to

do with rwo people playing together. The corollary of this is that

where playing is not possible then the work done by the therapist

is directed towards bringing the patient from a state of not being

able to play into a state of being able to play.

Winnicott here, in 
'Playing, a Theoretical Statement', has

redescribed the so-called golden rule of free association in

terms of play, thereby de-emph asrzing, in practice and through

analogy, Freud's privileging of the verbal and the necessiry of

teasing out the unconscious desire being kept at bay. And

somewhere beCween free association and play there is non-

sense, which is verbal, but not exactly to be played with so

much as to be accepted as such. If free association is supposed

to reveal the unconscious logic of desire, playing, for Winni-

cott, is something quite different. 
'Bodily excitement in eroto-

genic zones,' he writes, :constantly threatens playing, and

therefore threatens the child's sense of existing as a person.

The instincts are the main threat to play as to the ego.' The

instincts, in Winnicott's counter-Freudian storf, are a threat, a

word used three times in the sentence; and what they threaten

is the child's 
'sense of existing as a person'. Once again it is about

sense, and once again Winnicott's phrasing might make us
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wonder what, if the child no longer exists as a person, he will

have a sense of existing as. This takes us straight to the non-

sense question and to whether, or in what sense, talking

nonsensc thrcatens a person's sense of existing as a person.

Instinct, in Winnicott's view, puts a stop to playing - and

so, presumably, to psychotherapy, which is supposed to be a

form of playing. Free association, in Freud's view, can lead to

the wording of desire. Do we want to be able to play or to

seek sexual satisfaction or to talk nonsense? Of course, we

don't necessarily have to choose; but if we want to play or be

free to talk nonsense, our psychotherapy need never end. If

we are seeking sexual satisfaction, the analyst's couch won't,

beyond a certain point, do the trick.

If you look up 
'free association' in the Index of Marion

Milner's book The Suppressed Madness of Sane Men you find:
'free association - see absent-mindedness in art'. This is, I think,

instructive. Free associating, playing, nonsense and states of

sexual desire are all, at their best, states of absent-mindedness,

of self-forgetting, of abandon. The psychoanalytic question

becomes - and this is bound up, as we shall see, with the

notion of knowing when to stop - what might make someone

stop something as potentially pleasurable as rwo people play-

ing together? If you end up getting on, and the conversation

is good, why stop? This is a question any child would be

radica\ puzzled by. (Freud, in his correspondence with

Binswanger, refers to 'one of my closest women friends,
formerly a patient'.) Winnicott, it should be noted, does not

say that psychotherapy is rwo peopie playing together: he says
that'it has to do with rwo people playing together', and that
the psychotherapy, as such, cannot begrn until the patient is
able.to play. If psychoanalysis, in the Winnicott way, is some-
how like playirg - has at least, something to do with playing
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- then what makes playing stop? What must be acknowledged,

as Winnicott does, is the difference berween a set game -

which has a defined beginning, middle and end - and open-

ended play. Open-ended play is open-ended play or a defence

against open-endedness. This chapter is about whether the

phrase 
'open-ended' could possibly mean anything, and in

particular could mean anything in a psychoanalytic context.

Winnicott is quite explicit that it is 
'bodily excitement in

erotogenic zones' that'constantly threatens' play, and 'there-

fore threatens the child's sense of existing as a person'. In other

words, it is play that gives the child a sense of existing as a

person, whereas it is instinct, which constantly threatens play,

that gives the child a sense of existing as something other than

a person, or as not existing at all. So it is time to drop the idea

that in some sense Winnicott wasn't interested in sex, or has

nothing to tell us about what Freud wanted to tell us about.

Winnicott is acutely mindful of 
'bodily excitement in eroto-

genic zones' as that which is disruptive. It is defined by him as

that which interrupts, that which waylays and disfigures play.

Sex, to put it as crudely, as Winnicottianly as possible, is what

threatens play, what constantly threatens to put a stop to it -

and, of course, to put a stop to the playing that is psychotherapy.

If you want to know what sexualiry is, see what you are up

against when you start playing. Or, indeed, notice what stops

you playing. Play is sexualiry in abeyance. At a certain point,

one might say, the artist loses her absorption and finds herself

all too mindful that she needs something, needs someone else,

something the activiry of painting cannot supply. And by the

same token, as it were, the point of analysis, the making and

breaking point, is that the anaiyst and the so-called patient do

not have sex with each other. The analyst, in the traditional

story, is the one who is supposed to know when to stop.
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Just as the Freudian analyst traditionally analyses the resist-
ances to free association, the winnicottian analyst, in his
project of enabling the patienr to play, is going ro analyse rhe
obstacles to such playing as is possible; and the obstacles are
'bodily excitement in erotogenic zones'. But is the aim a
capaciry for such excitement, or a capaciry for play? How is
the excited, desiring self linked, if at all, to the self that plays?
And what of the version of the self that needs the 'rest', ?s
winnicott calls it, of talking nonsense? It is essential to the
whole idea of playing, winnicott intimates, to acknowledge
what playing cannot do for the self. You can't eat arr. When
appetite starts, playing stops. 'The pleasurable elemenr in
playing carries with it,' he writes in 'Playing, a Theoretical
Statement', 'the implication that the instinctual arousal is not
excessive Playing is inherently exciting and precarious.
This characteristic derives not ftom instinctual arousal . . .'
There is a hint of equivocation here, but it is at the moments
when Winnicott's language is at odds with Freud's that the
text can wake us up. Playing is pleasurable because instincrual
arousal is not excessive; but - or and - the pleasure in playing
is that it does not derive from instinctual arousal. The threar
for Winnicbtt is the instincrual arousal that waylays develop-
ment by over-disturbing the individual's ego orgarurzation.
Playing, for him, either has no instincrual pressure, or just the
right amount. In one reading of Freud, that is precisely what
instincrual arousal is: the threatening of ego organization,
what Laplanche refers to as 'the attack of the drives on the
ego'. For winnicott, where instincrual arousal was, there play
should be. or, to put it another way, the best form our
instincrual life can rake is in play.

And yet what playing, in Winnicott's version, cannot
contain - excessive arousal - mlght be more exactly what
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psychoanalysis is about. Knowing when ro srop playing might
be as importanr as knowing what srops playing. Ir is, perhaps,
the transitions that count: how the child moves from and
through playing rowards appetite and satisfaction; how the
adult goes from absorption to arousal and gratification (from
the vertical to the horizontal). The transition, I want to suggesr,
involves - is through - incoherence. one kind of chaos occurs
when absorprion, or preoccupation, begins turning into appe-
tite and the hope of satisfaction. The no-nonsense self cannor
make that move. wanting comes out of an incredible muddle.
Life's nonsense pierces us with strange reration.

'when 
we scrutinrze the personalities who, by self-selection,

became the first generation of psychoanalysts,' Anna Freud
wrote in 1968, in her Freud Anniversary Lecrure 'Difficulties

in the Path of Psychoanalysis',

we are left in no doubt about their characteristics. They were the
unconventional ones, the doubters, those who were dissatisfiedwith
the limitarions imposed on knowledge; arso among them were the
odd ones, the dreamers, and those who knew neurotic suffering from
their own experience. This cype ofintake has altered decisively since
psychoanalytic training has become institutionalized and appeals in
this stricter form to a different type of personality. Moreover,
self-selection has given way ro the careful scrutiny of applicants,
resultingin the exclusion ofthe mentally endangered, the eccentrics,
the self-made, those with excessive flights of imagination, and
favouring the acceptance of the sober, well-prepared ones, who are
hard-workirg enough to wish to better their professional efficiency.

There is a poignant nostalgia in these words, delivered in New
York in that fateful year, ry6g.It is, as it were, a plea for the
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incoherent, for the self-contradictor/, for the nonsensical; for

what the critic Naomi Lebowitz calls 
'styles that flum in an

avid adoption of amateurism'. We are now fairly and squarely

in the age of the sober professionalized ones, the people who

know all too well when to stop. Psychoanalysis as the art and

science of the indeterminate is what Winnicott and what Anna

Freud, in her quite different way here, are sPeaking up for. The

unconscious and professional efficiency are uneasy bedfellows.

Which brings me back to my initial propositions: the coher-

ence and incoherence of my theme, the connection befween

knowing when to stop and talking nonsense. Something about

which Anna Freud's wonderful repertory company of the

unconventional - the doubters, the dissatisfied, the odd ones,

the dreamers, the neurotics, the mentally endangered, the

eccentrics, the self-made - would know a lot about.

My two propositions were that it is impossible to know the

consequences of one's words - the spoken, the heard and the

overheard - and that an analysis is never finished, it is only

abandoned. Both formulations are sceptical in Stanley Cavell's

sense: 
'Our relation to the world as a whole, or to others in

general, is not one of knowing, where knowing construes itself

as being certain.' 
'scepticism,' he continues in Mrut We Mean

What We Say?, 
'is a function of our now illimitable desire.' In

orher words, there would be a kind of madness, a kind of

omniscience, in believing that it was possible to know the conse-

quences of one's words, or to finish - in the sense of complete

with anv kind of certainry - an analysis. Our illimitable desire,

Cavell intimates, can be displaced into an illimitable desire for

certainry
But how are we then to define, to publrcize, the professional

competence of the psychoanalyst - especially in the present
technologically driven economic climate - if we can never be
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quite sure what to say or what we are saying, and if we can't
know when and whether a psychoanalysis should end? How,
to take up Anna Freud's late challenge, are psychoanalysts
going to be selected, let alone trained? If hard work and
bettering one's professional efficiency, to use her terms, are
not going to be the ambition or even the aim of the aspiring
psychoanalyst; if self-selecting dreamers, eccentrics and the
mentally endangered are the preferred candidates for a psycho-
analytic training * what is this training going to be like? To be
acceptable to such a group of people, rhe training would have
to be unusual, as indeed the trainings of the first anaiysrs
inevitably were. More of a circus school, or a singing school.

when winnicott is speaking up for nonsense - 'orgamzed

nonsense is alrea dy ^ defence' - and Anna Freud is promoting
the 'mentally endangered, the eccentrics, the self-made', they
are both, in different ways and in quite different conrexrs,
telling us that there is something valuable, from a psychoana-
lytic point of view, in not being irnpressively coherent, some-
thing about not being wholly plausible, or, in a convenrional
sense, intelligible, that psychoanalysis might ignore to its cosr.
It is as though they are asking us to wonder what we are doing
when we are making sense; when, for example, we are being,
or wanting to be, srong theorists or persuasive interpreters -
as though we might be at our most defensive when we are at
our most plausible.

of course, the idea that we should be suspicious of intelligib-
ilicy is itself paradoxical. As an aesrhetic principle, it is perhaps
best caprured in the poer John Ashbery's remark that 'the

worse your art is the easier it is to talk about'. This might
translate as: 'The more defensive you are the more plausible
you will seem to yourseH(and other people).' This, of course,
has implications for the practice and theo rrzingofpsychoanaly-
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sis. -Making rhe case for nonsense, like making the case against'the sober, well-prepared ones', at least in a psychoanalytic
context, allows us our dismay about making sense, while
making us wonder where in psychoanalysis we can find now
the intoxicared and the unprepared. It would be silly to take
this too literally, but it would be sillier to ignore whar was ar
stake for both winnicott and Anna Freud in taking the pos_
itions that they did. They bear wirness to the fact that, after
Freud, we are awkward about our reasonableness. And our
reasonableness seems to depend on our talking sense, and
knowing when ro srop.

If psychoanalysis has made us reconsider our beginnings _
indeed, the whole notion of our origins as human subjects and
objects - it has also revised our sense of endings. when I
suggesred at the beginning of this chaprer rhat an analysis is
never finished, it is onty abandoned, I wanted to draw attention
to relationships as by definition incomplete, and uncomplet-
able. Another way of saying this wourd be that the ways we
talk about finishing rhings, or about things coming ro an end
in other areas of our lives, are peculiarly unsuited to the ways
we talk about so-called relationships ending. As readers we
know where the poem on the page ends, and we know when
the ironing is finished, when we have done our homework,
when the football stops at the final whistle. of course, rhe
poem may linger in our minds after we have read it; we may
find ourselves thinking or talking about the football afte^n ards.
But there has been an official, an agreed-upon end that is
recogni2able. I think the formal ending of relarionships bears
only a superficial resemblance to these examples. A pry.ho-
analysis ends, officially, when either the analyrr o, the patient
decides, for whatever reason, to stop, or when the rwo pa.tie,
agree to stop. But the question is, what is knowing when to
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stop knowing about? Knowing when to srop a football match
means knowing about the rules of football; knowing when ro
stop reading a poem means knowing about the conventions
of poetry; knowing when you've finished the ironing means
seeing what's in front of your eyes.

There are no comparable conventions or perceptions avail-
able in knowing when to stop a relationship, unless, of course,
you have prepared criteria for what it is for a relationship to
end. And yet, relationships do end, in the sense that people
stop doing certain things togerher. In professional relationships
at their most pragmatic, the relationship ends when the prob-
lem is solved. And this is clearly one reason why the concept
of cure has been so important, and so contentious, in psycho-
analysis. It makes perfect sense, using a quasi-medical analogy,
that the patient and the analyst stop seeing each other when
the patient is cured. Knowing when to srop means feeling
cured; knowing about people in a cured state, so to speak. But
what of the afterlife of relationships, which is as real in irs own
way as is the life of relationships? And yet, as everyone knows
who likes the sound of psychoanalysis, it is not solely or simply
a problem-solving exercise. For some people, the relarionship
can end when the presenring problem has been solved. It is a
kind of common sense that if you go ro a psychoanalyst with
claustrophobia, your involvement with the analyst will finish
either when you are no longer claustrophobic or when you
have finally given up hope of ever being changed by rhis kind
of therapy. But you may also find, given a psychoanalytic
opportuniry, that whether or not you get symptom relief, you
may want to go on; you may even come to believe that
symptom relief may nor be the be-all and end-all ofthe process.
Not suffeti.g matters, but not living as well as you can may
matter more, and that is likely ro involve suffering. Indeed,
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when Freud was offering us the prosped of ffansforminghysterical misery into ordinary n,r*r' unhappiness, he wasoffering us a befter life in terms of a be*er form of suffering.In other wo1ds, knowing when ro stop should mean knowingwhat's good for you; "rid ,o, by the ,"*. token, the analystknowing when the padent should stop means that the ana_lyst knows whatrs best for the p"ti"rri. My knowing whar,sgood for me, and someone else's knowing what,s good forme' can be rhe difference that makes "i trr. difference.

*r,fii'*-;: ,:*:X'n""nalvsis 
is a version orknowing

i,'t"rvening(ornor)inthe;;r,1f,::'::"Lr|;.g1;of 
: jltriladvice or giving ir, and, of .o,r.re, finishing the anarysis. Thereare the generarizations of theory - in wirrrri.orr,r',.**, say,being able to play is good for people; in Freud and Ferenczi.sview' being able to free associate is good for people * and thereis the singulariv of the individuali""t; and the individualpatient' And, as everyone knows, singurariry and theory areuneasy bedferlows. There is, as it were, the order, the coher_ence' the no-nonsense of theory , and the uniqueness, theidiosyncraric singurariry of the individuar. ,only 

a rnre theory,.the Lacanian anaryst slrg" Leclaire writes in psycrtoanarysing,'can 
advance a formar ,,uiionthat maintains, without redircingit' rhe domain of singurarig; the always recu*ing difficulryof psychoanarysir, whi.h no instirution wi' ever be able roresolve, derives from the fact that it is vurnerabre on the onehand to rhe degradadon of a closed systema tizationand, onthe other, to the anarchy ofintuitive processes., what Leclaire

;':;:il:YJJJ i::':l;" 
to is the senses in which theory,

g1'",,,,.r,r ;i;llliil::: ;: JJ'ff ;: l' 
- wha, he c a's

is that singurarirv, the individual in hr, n";:TTil?,fiiltsi:
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abandoned. In the 'degradation 
of a closed systematization.,

there is no place for the individual's nonsense; and it may be,
as winnicott only intimates, rhar his singurariry resides in his
nonsense. I think we shourd consider the possibiliry that winni_
cott also believed that a person is at his most compliant when
he is at his most coherent, that making sense, the wish to make
sense, can be a species of conformism. In promoting the poten_
tial value ofincoherence winnicott is part ofan honourabre and
perhaps fading tradition in psychoanalysis. There have arways
been nonsense and no-nonsense schoors ofpsychoanalysis.

singulariry begins where a person's inteligibiliry io him/
. herself and others breaks down. This would be one possibiliry.
or, we might say, a person's singurariry is his or her own
idiosyncratic way of being coherent. oi course, how it has
come about that singulariry marrers ro people like us is a larger
question with a conrentious history. But psychoanalysis, if it
is to be anything other than indoctrination, has to pay artention
to the connections and otherwise, berween the ambidons
of theory and the (unconscious) projects of singurariry. This
chapter wants to offer up, as case studies ro, trri, particular
issue, the related and unrelated notions of talking lrorrr"rrr.
and knowing when to stop in psychoanarysis. In whar sense
can there be a psychoanalytic theory about knowing when to
stop - that is, knowing when to stop the patient,s associations
to interpret, or clarifr, or comment, and knowing when to
stop the treatment? could there be, for exampre, exemprary
instances of these things, vignettes that ilr,rstrat. " g.rr.r"l
point? Are there individual examples that could serve 

"", 
g.r-

eral guidelines? If there were, could they be anything other
than a consensual agreement among a group of people about
what consdrures an excellent finishi we .o,rld, for exampre,
formulate a list of the aims of psychoanalysis and see whether
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or nor they have been achieved; we could look at all the
senrences in the professional literafure about inteqpretation,
and about endings, and see what, if anything, they have in
common. we could do some research into outcomes - but
where would it end? How would we know, other than by
agreement, when to stop our enquiries? Some things finish;
some things are brought to an end; and some things finish or
are brought to an end, but are discovered to be neither finished
nor to have ended. Having the last word is never going to be
the last word. what makes the last line of a nonsense poem
the last line could never make sense. It is part of the ambition
of theory to be coherent, plausible and persuasive; knowing
when to stop the associations, the analysis, the nonsense is
more like what the religious would call a 'species 

of prophecy,
and the secular might call 'guess-work'. 

In psychoanalysis there
is, then, the dream-work, the death-work and the guess-work.

Knowing when to stop, whatever else it is, is always
guess-work. Psychoanalytic theory about clinical technique,
whatever else it is, is a more or less coherent, plausible and
persuasive account of guess-work; of why the guess-work
worked, when ir seemed to, and why it didn't when it didn't
seem to. whatever the analyst's, decisions are informed by,
whatever their prehistory, their preconditions, whatever their
training, to speak or not to speak, to end the analysis or not
to end the analysis, is a guessing game. Indeed, these momen$
of decision may be anybody's guess; they are cerrainly, judging
by the controversy that surrounds these issues, undecided and
undecidable. Psychoanalysis, at its besr, tells rhe individual
that he or she does not need a consensus in order to speak
and that that sometimes involves talking nonsense and not
knowing when to stop. 'Life's 

nonsense,' wallace Stevens
wrote, 'pierces 

us with strange relation.,
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